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This product is entirely made in Italy

AZTEC

2 end sides (left + right)

1 back side

6 wooden pegs

1 side panel

1 front side

PARTS LIST

2 screws TN 6x50

4 plastic washers

4 curved fastener plates2 plastic covers

1 wrench for TN 6x50 screws4 plastic supports

8 bolts 6x30 black

4 bolts 6x30 brass 4 bolts 6x65 brass

6 bolts 6x35

1 allen wrench

Care & Maintenance
Scuff marks may be removed with a damp cloth. Occasional use of furniture polish will maintain the good looks of your cot.
For safety, please remember. . .
Periodically check all screw attachments to make sure they remain tight. A loose screw could injure a child or become a hook for necklaces
causing a risk of strangulation. Do not attach any toy or decoration to the inside of the cot which could provide a foothold for your child to climb
out. The safety of the cot could be adversely affected by using flammable bedding. The cot should not be used if any parts are lost or damaged.
Be aware of the risk of open fire and other sources of high heat, such as electric bar fires, gas fires, etc, in the vicinity of the cot.
The assembly of this Pali crib is quite easy, but we still recommend that you follow the instructions closely to avoid any problems.

AS SOON AS BABY STARTS TO SIT UP YOU MUST 
USE THE LOWEST MATTRESS BASE POSITION.
To assemble the cot with the mattress base at 
HI GH position see step 5.

1 mattress base

mattress base low position mattress base high position

READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
AND KEEP THIS SHEET
FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Wooden support 2004
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STEP2

STEP1
Before assembling the 

crib, we recommend 

that, using the small 

allen wrench, you 

LOOSEN the screws 

which fasten each crib 

end side to the back 

side; it will then be 

easier to insert the 

mattress base and the 

side panel.

Leave all other screws 

slightly loosened while 

you assemble the crib; 

tighten them totally 

when finished.
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STEP3

STEP4

mattress base

bolts 6x65
+

plastic washers

bolts 6x65
+

plastic washers

mattress
base

end side

bolts 6x30 brass
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Fasten the front side from inside
the crib using four bolts 6x30 brass

curved
fastener

plate

plastic washer

bolts 6x65



STEP5

STEP6

STEP7

Fasten the plastic
supports from inside
the crib using
8 bolts 6x30 black

Remove the front side

Since the lowest position of the base is the safest,

use it as soon as the baby is

t an age when he can sit up.

Converting the crib to a sofa

Full size bed version

Mattress base - High position
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